
ABSTRACT: The present work analyzes the power out put of Emanuelle Cambilargiu wind farm installed in a complex terrain
topography with a total power capacity of 20 MW composed of 10 Vestas V-80 wind turbine.   There are particular storm events
that can produce abruptly change in power production. Particular event can produce power ramps also with  cut out, this happen
when the control system of wind turbine composed with an anemometer installed in the nacelle of the wind turbine compute in
the time integration that depends on the model of the machine a velocity higher than 25 m/s. Such kind of event are related with
unstable condition in the atmosphere, in this work is defined a window time condition when there is forecast the power ramp, we
define a alarm in this sense when the model forecast a gust that can change abruptly the production of the wind farm. The alarm
is implemented with the ECMWF gust model. The work present results of WRF simulation with four different domain 30-10-

3.3-1.1 km, was found that in terms of computational cost for a operational model the optimal horizontal size that has a
reasonable skill cut out event forecast is 3 km. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wind farms analyzed in the present work are in the south-central region of South America (Uruguay). The data were provided
by the national public utility of Uruguay (UTE). By 2016, the projected installed wind power capacity in the country will reach a
penetration factor in the electrical  system of 24 % . The present work addresses wind energy numerical forecasts for these
operational wind farms over the last years. Electrical energy produced and input to the electrical grid is from the transformation
of available kinetic energy in the atmospheric boundary. Thus, it is of interest to conduct numerical simulation of the near-
surface atmosphere. Wind energy is a resource with significant fluctuation over short periods. 

That is, there are substantial hourly variations of mean energy input to the grid, which indicates that wind energy must be
complemented by other energy resources, such as those of a hydraulic or thermal power plant. A wind energy forecast gives
information on the future to assist the dispatch of electrical power with minimal cost, using an objective function. There are
particular storm events that can produce abruptly change in power production. In particular storm event can produce power
ramps also with  cut out, this happen when the control system of wind turbine composed with an anemometer installed in the
nacelle of the wind turbine compute in the time integration that depends on the model of the machine. Such kind of event are
related with unstable condition in the atmosphere, in this work is defined a window time condition when there is forecast the
power ramp, we define a alarm in this sense when the model forecast a gust that can change abruptly the production of the wind
farm. 
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1.1 Emanuelle Cambilargiu wind farm.

 Emanuelle Cambilargiu farm is atop Caracoles Ridge in Maldonado. Its total installed power is 20 MW. There are 10 Vestas
V80 2MW wind turbines aligned on the ridge, Figure 2, micro siting with the location of the ten wind turbine Vestas V-80 and
power curve

Figure 1. Emanuelle Cambilargiu wind farm micro siting

2 CUT  OUT FORECAST

2.1 Cut out and gust.

Cut out velocity is defined in design of wind turbines in order to preserve the mechanical structure in the occurrence of
extreme wind event, the value of this velocity and how is computed can vary form one model of wind turbine to other, the most
common value presented by different wind turbine is a velocity of cut out  25 m/s. The control of the machine stop abruptly the
production in when the cut out velocity is measured by anemometer installed in the nacelle, this a relevant event in terms of the
electrical grid because the flux of energy come from nominal power production to zero, the cut out event could happen in one or
more machine of the wind farms, in dependence of the scale of the event can impact in the total production, in a small lapse of
time.

Strictly speaking, only wind fluctuations with periods shorter than a given sampling period T should be taken into account; i.e., a
gust should be determined with reference to a stationary average speed. For this work is computed and used in the analysis a
hourly mean and gust with WRF [1] and European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [2]. This work
considers the gust: 

(1)

The ECMWF presented a model of gust based on [3], the resulting wind gust as a function of mean velocity and friction
velocity ust was,

(2)

2.2 Cut out event forecast with WRF- ECMWF

WRF model was running with four, by each tower, two-way nesting are used with grid spacings of 30-km, 10-km, 3.3-km, and
1.1-km [3]. The 30-km domain covers the most a significant region of South America, centered in Rio de la Plata, and the 10-km
domain covers the tower location, the 3.3-km and 1.1-km domain covers the tower location. All simulations utilize 53 vertical
layers with the model top at 100 hPa. The lowest model sigma levels are at 1, 0.9987, 0.9974, 0.9948, 0.9922, 0.9896, 0.98693,
0.9843 and 0.9777.  The physical parameterization schemes used in all model domains include in Radiation longwave and short
wave the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model CAM [4] , Purdue Lin microphysics [5], and the Noah land surface scheme
[6]. A cumulus scheme is not used on the 3.3 km fine domains while in 30-km and 10-km domain are used the Kain-Fritsch [7],
and  MYJ  PBL scheme  [8]  .  The  National  Centers  for  Environmental  Prediction  (NCEP)  global  forecast  system  (GFS)
operational global analyses are used for initial conditions and boundary conditions.

In this work is defined a forecast of cut out event in terms of and alarm when gust forecast by WRF-ECMWF is greater than
an gust that define the Alarm gAlarm,this parameter need to by calibrated with historical information related with event in each
wind farm to obtain the optimal value. The alarm is defined in terms of a window of time than could happen the event to give
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the information to technical personal who work in the dispatch of the electrical grid, that strong event who could change the flux
of electric energy in the region of wind farm have a True Event probability. A event of cut out is defined when at less one wind
turbine stop and report in the SCADA a cut out. The window of time to count as a True Event success is defined in this work

when the Alarm is activated at 12 hours or less before , 12 hours or less after  ,
the skill of grid resolution is computed with a telescopic WRF simulation in four different grid domain 30-km, 10-km, 3.3-km,
and 1.1-km . Alarm is activated, as follow in (3)

  If
(3)

             Alarm is activated at start time Alarm=1

             Alarm is activated at finish time Alarm=1
else
             Alarm=0
end

A event of cut out is defined when at less one wind turbine stop and report in the SCADA a cut out. The window of time to
count  as  a  True  Event  success  is  defined  in  this  work  when  the  Alarm  is  activated  at  12  hours  or  less  before

, 12 hours or less after  , the skill of grid resolution is computed with a telescopic
WRF simulation in four different grid domain 30-km, 10-km, 3.3-km, and 1.1-km . Also is computed the False Alarm events
when the Alarm is activated and the cut out event did not happen.

Probability of True Event is Skill computed as follow in (3), and probability of False Alarm is computed as follow in (4)

(4)

(5)

Difference of time defined as ΔtBegin is computed as the difference between the Event begin and time when  g>gAlarm, (5)

(6)

Difference of time defined as ΔtEnd is computed as the difference between the event finish and time when  g<gAlarm , (6)

(7)
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In table 1 is presented the result for Alarm Forecast for full year of forecast running 2012 in E. Cambilargiu Wind Farm.  

Table 1. Alarm Forecast for full year of forecast running 2012 in Emanuelle Cambilargiu Wind Farm

In Figure 2 is presented for Cut Out Event 3 mean velocity forecast in continuous, semi continuous WRF- ECMWF gust,
green 30 km, blue 10 km, magenta 3.3 km, red 1.1 km, power out put of wind farm in black 

Figure 2. Cut Out Event 3 in Emanuelle Cambilargiu Wind Farm

As can be seen also when the cut out event has gone after 07:32 there is abruptly change in power production, there is wind
power ramp event related with gusty condition in planetary boundary layer wind flux. The grid domain with higher resolution
can catch the cut out condition, there are scale of the physical process associated with the unstable condition that can be better
respresented by the model with a resolution of 3.3 km and 1.1 km, the optimal grid resolution in terms of computational cost for
a operational model is 3.3 km.

CONCLUSION

The present work analyzes the power out put of Emanuelle Cambilargiu wind farm installed in a complex terrain topography 
with a total power capacity of 20 MW composed of 10 Vestas V-80 wind turbine.   There are particular storm events that can 
produce abruptly change in power production. Particular event can produce power ramps also with  cut out, this happen when 
the control system of wind turbine composed with an anemometer installed in the nacelle of the wind turbine compute in the 
time integration that depends on the model of the machine a velocity higher than 25 m/s. Such kind of event are related with 
unstable condition in the atmosphere, in this work is defined a window time condition when there is forecast the power ramp, we
define a alarm in this sense when the model forecast a gust that can change abruptly the production of the wind farm. The alarm 
is implemented with the ECMWF gust model. Also when the cut out event has gone after  there is abruptly change in power 
production, there is wind power ramp event related with gusty condition in planetary boundary layer wind flux. The grid domain
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with higher resolution can catch the cut out condition, there are scale of the physical process associated with the unstable 
condition that can be better represented by the model with a resolution of 3.3 km and 1.1 km.

The work present results of WRF simulation with four different domain 30-10-3.3-1.1 km, was found that in terms of 
computational cost for a operational model the optimal horizontal size that has a reasonable skill cut out event forecast is 3 km. 
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